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UTrack 

 

Lead’Air has developed and sold high quality, robust, custom    
systems for various client applications for years and this new     
solution is no exception. The small form UTrack application is    
designed to be mounted on UAV, helicopter or fixed wing aircraft. 
The mount positions for the system are necessarily customizable   
because the world of aerial image capture has had a significant 
shift in acquisition platforms in the past year. With a size small 
enough to fit most professional UAV’s (unmanned aerial vehicles) 
this robust system is also capable of being tailored to almost any 
manned helicopter or fixed wing aircraft and flown without the 
need for a sensor operator, making the unit truly versatile for    
numerous applications. 

 

Modular Design 

The  UTrack is created with the opportunity to customize your own solution. You may not need     
all of the components so it is offered in four different configurations: 

 UTrack Flight Management System for a fully autonomous FMS application. This system will  

work with your existing camera and IMU provided it can output a NMEA string of data. Allows   
for pilot only operation (no sensor operator required). 

 UTrack 2 Flight Management System including all of the components of the UTrack and an      

Integrated Applanix APX 15 IMU system. 

 UTrack 3 Flight Management System, including a fully stabilized mount customized to your     

specific single sensor. System will include an Applanix IMU providing a completely integrated    
autonomous acquisition platform.  

 UTrack 4 Flight Management System including all of the components of the UTrack 3 and a    

post processing computer from Stellacore Solutions designed to seamlessly and automatically  
process your raw data. 

Professional Results 

Exceptional Support 

Enormous Success with a Small Format http://trackair.com/index.php/utrack/ 
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UTrack Flight Management System 

For the past 20 years hundreds of aerial survey companies,       
including the largest aerial survey mapping companies in the 
world, have used and continue to use Track’Air’s X-Track Flight 
Management Systems including prominent governmental           
organizations such as NASA, NOAA, etc. The proven reliability of 
this system is well documented and has wide ranging capabilities 
to control almost any large, medium or small format cameras and 
LiDAR sensors on the market today.  

Derived from this well known, industry leading software, the UTrack System is a fully 
autonomous, highly professional flight management system targeting UAV and     
conventional light aircraft for single pilot operation. The system provides maximum 
reliability and accuracy as well as total ease of use. 

Onboard the UAV the UTrack relies on a special version of the Track’Air snapSHOT 
FMS software which operates independently from the aircraft guidance system      
automatically controlling all phases of the mission and making decisions based on  
the flight path followed by the UAV. SnapSHOT completely controls the camera    
capturing the imagery as the UAV follows the planned mission trajectory. 

 

If a GPS down link exists, the UAV 
pilot can monitor the progress of  
the mission in real time on a display 
identical to  the one used by pilots 
on manned aerial survey aircraft 
equipped with the Track’Air Flight 
Management System. If the mission 
calls for hands on flying of the UAV, 
this display allows the UAV pilot to 
hand fly the aircraft as if he would 
be on-board and in control of the 
aircraft. 

Track’Air 

http://trackair.com/index.php/utrack/ 
UTrack 
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UTrack Flight Management System 

 

Using the system in a full sized helicopter or fixed wing aircraft allows the pilot to fly 
the project without the need of a system operator provided your equipment can work 
independently. Once activated,  the    
pilot flies to the project and as he      
approaches the project area the UTrack 
automatically selects the line closest to 
the pilot. If the pilot continues past the 
line it will select the next line and so 
forth until the pilot turns on the line  
they want to capture.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The system then automatically zooms in  
as he approaches the first firing point or       
beginning of the line and starts the sensor 
at the proper time. All lines can be flown 
without any interaction from the pilot. 

 

 

 

 

The UTrack can control all prevalent camera systems available for UAV’s including Phase 
One, Nikon, Canon, etc.  It also controls most LiDAR scanners like the Riegl VUX series. 

Small Mount Solutions - Unique Concepts 
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UTrack 2 Flight Management System 

 

UTrack 2 Flight Management System includes all of the components of the UTrack and an          

Integrated Applanix APX 15 IMU system. The system will use data from the IMU to control the   
sensor and fire at precise locations simultaneously sending an event mark from the sensor to      
the IMU during the flight. This data will be used for post processing the trajectory and providing       
additional data for direct georeferencing of the imagery. The interaction of the IMU and the        
UTrack is equivalent to the Applanix POSTrack system that is used on most of the large format 
mapping cameras currently in use worldwide. 

 

 

UTrack 3 Flight Management System 

 

UTrack 3 Flight Management System, includes the UTrack 2 system and a fully stabilized mount 

customized to your specific single sensor or provided with one of ours. The system which includes 
an Applanix IMU provides a completely integrated autonomous acquisition platform. The IMU data 
is utilized not only for the trajectory information of the images but also for controlling and stabilizing 
the mount. 

 

 

 

The fully stabilized system compensates for roll, 
pitch and yaw using streaming data from the IMU 
assuring proper orthogonal alignment of the    
sensor at all times during the flight.  

Designed by Lead’Air’s in-house engineering and 
built in our own manufacturing facility provides 
our assurance that this system meets our own  
rigorous standards for proper aviation safety. 

http://trackair.com/index.php/utrack/ 
UTrack 
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http://trackair.com/index.php/utrack/ 

UTrack Oblique Capture Options 

The UTrack has the capability of capturing oblique imagery at a 45° angle +/- 20 degrees. The 
mount can be set to capture all sides of a location with our special “Orbit Planning option” aiming 
at a particular center point or it can be set to capture a side view at 45° allowing you to capture 
imagery as though it was a full sized 5 cam MIDAS. 

Orbit Planning from a Single Point 

 

 

 

From a single point on the ground it is possible 
to automatically create a flight plan that will 
guide your UAV or Pilot around in a circle at a 
given distance capturing oblique imagery and 
maintaining a lock on the center point of the   
desired location. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

During actual flight in trackup mode you 
will see the centerline of the circle and the 
firing points for the pilot to navigate by or 
it will be flown automatically by the UAV. 

 

 

 

 

UTrack 
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http://trackair.com/index.php/utrack/ 

MIDAS 5 CAM Planning of a Block Area 

 

It is also possible to capture 5 view oblique imagery with the UTrack. With the camera set at 45° 
to the left or right a flight plan can be created to fly a very efficient pattern to obtain oblique   
imagery of an entire area alternately capturing imagery from all angles by flying cross lines of the 
site. 

UTrack 

http://trackair.com/index.php/utrack
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UTrack 4 Flight Management System 

 

UTrack 4 Flight Management System includes all of the components of the UTrack 3 and a post 

processing computer developed by Stellacore Solutions designed to seamlessly and automatically 
process your raw data.  

Special acquisition techniques require special processing requirements. The image processing      
engine is a software suite developed by the industry-renowned Stellacore Solutions, LLC. They  
specialize in providing solutions for achieving extreme fidelity results from single and multi-sensor 
payloads such as the UTrack system. The Stellacore software is currently used to process over 18 
million vertical and oblique frame images per year.  

 

Customized Fully Adapted Metric Mapping Cameras 

 

Lead’Air has the ablilty and resources to “modify to 
metric” less expensive off the shelf, full frame, top 
of the line SLR bodies from Nikon or Canon.  

These Lead’Air CamLens mounting systems are 
entirely rebuilt in our manufacturing facilities. They 
are reassembled using the best available lenses   
into true metric mapping cameras.  

 

 

 

 

As a part of our process the cameras are 
calibrated using one of our Calibration 
Cages and Australis Calibration software. 
Each camera is delivered with an official 
calibration certificate.  

 

 

http://trackair.com/index.php/utrack/ 
UTrack 
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Phase One Compatibility 

   

 

The UTrack is fully compatible with Phase One’s     

iXU-R lightweight cameras. 

 

Phase One iXU-R cameras are designed specifically    
for the purposes of providing a metric quality camera 
for the aerial photography industry. The iXU-R camera   
offers flexibility for users with a need for medium      
format  photography from a UAV or light aircraft. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The UTrack has been customized specifically for  
the iXU-R providing a lightweight package complete 
with a fully stabilized mount and entirely controlled 
by our X-Track FMS software. 

 

 

 

 

The adaptable mounting apparatus allows the      
system to be installed on various types of       
professional UAV’s, manned helicopters as       
well as manned fixed wing aircraft.  

http://trackair.com/index.php/utrack/ 
UTrack 
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 X-Track Flight Management Software Suite  

 

The Track’Air Tracker 32 planning software includes 5 independent software modules tightly in-

tegrated by means of a common database. All these programs allow the use of raster maps and 

DEM data in the planning process. A general description of each module is below: 

 

 

snapXYZ: 

 

 This module allows the planner to define project limits and background shapes by typing or load-

ing coordinates into a specific text driven header. The planner can import a variety of CAD files 

including DXF, SHP, DCW or KML files to be employed as area or background drawings during 

the flight planning and inflight acquisition process. Additionally, the preparation of individual flight 

runs or a block of runs from existing coordinate text files can be added to a flight plan header. 

This can be accomplished by copy/pasting or direct typing. The    module includes a graphical 

viewer for a quick inspection of the data. 

 

 

snapVIEW: 

 

This module allows you to open, import or save a variety of georeferenced topographic maps and  

imagery from around the world as well as interface with Google Maps, Bing Maps, or Web Map 

Services available online.  

 

A selection of drawing tools are available for defining the project limits using screen digitizing on 

the available raster backgrounds. From digitizing a single polygon as a project limit to   creating 

outlines of specific topographic features and details, or saving the raster image for creating flight 

lines in the snapPLAN module for useful display information during the acquisition process, this 

is a module you can’t do without.  

 

 

snapPLAN: 

 

This module has a near countless number of options to create flight plans.  With automated as 

well as manual functionality the system allows you to create and optimize blocks of runs and/or 

single photo strips. The software supports geographical and grid based pinpoint block planning. 

snapPLAN can manually or automatically adjust runs or strips for terrain altitude deviations from 

existing DEM data. 

http://trackair.com/index.php/utrack/ 
UTrack 
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    X-Track Flight Management Software Suite 

 

  

 snapBASE: 
 
The module that is the hub of the Tracker 32 Software Suite has a variety of management 
tools used to check and track the status and progress of projects. The Project Manager or 
flight planner employs this to finalize flight plans before missions as well as updating the    
office database with the data acquired or generated during the flight, from the acquisition 
computers. 
 

 snapPLOT: 
 
The module name says it all. This module is a printing, plotting and exporting utility specially 
designed for the automated production of aerial survey indices and report documents. An  
unlimited number of layouts for specific printers can be saved as a means of standardizing or 
customizing the indices you wish to create. Customizable legends, titles and adding your own 
logo are all possible in this versatile software. In addition, the planning and acquisition data 
can be exported as a dxf file to be utilized in other CAD functional programs.  
 

 Tracker 32 Database: 
 
The data produced and processed by Tracker is saved to a built in relational Microsoft AC-
CESS “mdb” database which can be used by any number of programs. The benefits are: 
 
 Planning and acquisition data is stored in one place and can be easily transferred be-

tween computers.  
 
 Data is captured in a structured and logical way using the concepts of a relational data-

base. 
 
 Data can be easily accessed with the Microsoft Access structured query language (SQL) 

for developing customized databases, applications, add-ons or extensions that access the 
data directly from the Tracker.mdb database. The Tracker database can become part of 
a new or existing geographic information system (GIS). 

http://trackair.com/index.php/utrack/ 
UTrack 
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System Specifications 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS  (GENERAL) 

Power requirements  ................................................................. 24-28 Volts at 12-13 Amp  

Size  ........................................................................................ 508mm W x 635mm L x 152mm H 

 20” W x  25” L x  6” H 

Navigation/camera control ........................................................ U-TRACK flight management system  

GPS  ........................................................................................ Integrated Garmin 18 or any external receiver  

FMS interface  .......................................................................... Flat panel touch screen  

Sensor  .................................................................................... Single DSLR, medium format or LiDAR                                                                                                

Performance  ............................................................................ Better than 1 second interval with DSLR Camera 

Altitude  ................................................................................... Max 13000 feet  

Operation temperature  ............................................................. 32-140 Fahrenheit (0-60 Celsius)  

Shock/vibration ........................................................................ Rubber mount vibration isolators 

IMU (optional)  ......................................................................... Integrated Applanix APX 15 IMU  

 

FULLY STABILIZED CAMERA MOUNT 

Drift correction  ........................................................................ Automatic ; Motorized  +/- 29° 

Pitch/roll leveling  ..................................................................... Automatic ; Motorized +/- 9°/ +/- 11° 

Camera angle  .......................................................................... Fixed angle (customizable) 

Shock/vibration ........................................................................ Pneumatic shock absorbers  

 

Aircraft Options  ................................................................. Large UAV’s to any helicopter or fixed wing aircraft 

 

WEIGHT and BALANCE (may vary with individual system configurations) 

UTrack Mount with Camera and IMU  ......................................... +/- 9.7 lbs  (3.6 kg) 

UTrack Controller  ..................................................................... between 1 and 3 lbs (0.4 to 1.3 kg) 

http://trackair.com/index.php/utrack/ 
UTrack 
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